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"My mission as an artist is to capture those special moments in life adorned with beauty and
light. I work to create images that project a serene simplicity that can be appreciated and
enjoyed by everyone. That's what I mean by sharing the light." --Thomas KinkadeCollectors and
fans worldwide were awed by Thomas Kinkade's mastery of capturing the beauty and warmth of
light in subjects as varied as windswept seas, majestic mountains, idyllic meadows, peaceful
forest glens, cozy cottages, quaint villages, and inviting front porches. It earned him the
nickname "The Painter of Light" and made him America's most widely collected artist.On their
own, his tranquil, luminous paintings affirm the basic values of family, home, faith in God, and the
beauty of nature. Here, they are displayed with heartwarming and inspirational thoughts and
sentiments for an experience that is profoundly moving and uplifting.



Extraordinary people are like extraordinary works of art. Their value and importance in your life
lie not on the surface, but on a much deeper level. Indeed, what makes a person special is the
same as what makes a painting or other work of art special—the real value is in how it makes
you feel inside.As a painter, I depict places and scenes that represent much more than what is
immediately visible to the eye. I know that I have succeeded as an artist only when I have
captured the invisible and emotional aspects of a scene: the warmth, the light, the heart, the
history, and the love.My paintings capture places that don’t appear on any map—they are places
in the heart. And this book of images and words is dedicated to those people in our lives who
occupy special places in our hearts. These are the people who truly bring light to our lives.Love
is a canvas furnished by nature and embroidered by imagination.—Voltaire
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Carolyn Rish, “Places in the heart. Great book on love and kindness i loved the insights. I would
highly recommend this book to everyone to read.”

snowy, “great little gift. A little small in size but just the right gift for someone special who has
everything.If you know someone who treasures gifts and belongings this is just the gift.”

The book by Thomas Kinkade has a rating of  5 out of 3.2. 4 people have provided feedback.
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